
Dance with the Enemy: A Trilogy of Love,
Betrayal, and Redemption
Lisa Jackson's Dance with the Enemy trilogy is a gripping and suspenseful
tale of love, betrayal, and redemption. The trilogy follows the story of FBI
agent Nikki Harper as she investigates a series of murders that she
believes are linked to her past. Along the way, she must confront her own
demons and come to terms with the choices she has made.

Book 1: Dance with the Enemy

The first book in the trilogy, Dance with the Enemy, introduces Nikki Harper,
a brilliant and driven FBI agent who is assigned to investigate a series of
murders in her hometown. As she delves deeper into the case, she begins
to suspect that the killer may be someone she knows. Her investigation
soon leads her to her ex-husband, Alex, who is a suspect in the case.
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As Nikki investigates Alex, she begins to uncover a hidden past that she
never knew existed. She learns that Alex was involved in a secret operation
that went wrong, and that he may have been responsible for the deaths of
several innocent people. Nikki is torn between her desire to bring Alex to
justice and her love for him.

Book 2: The Enemy Within

The second book in the trilogy, The Enemy Within, picks up where Dance
with the Enemy left off. Nikki has arrested Alex for the murders, but she is
still not convinced that he is guilty. She continues to investigate the case,
and she soon uncovers a conspiracy that reaches the highest levels of
government.

As Nikki gets closer to the truth, she becomes a target herself. She is
forced to go on the run, and she must rely on her wits and her instincts to
survive. Along the way, she meets a mysterious stranger who helps her to
uncover the truth about the conspiracy.

Book 3: Dance of Death

The third and final book in the trilogy, Dance of Death, brings the story to a
thrilling . Nikki finally confronts the mastermind behind the conspiracy, and
she must make a choice that will determine the fate of the world.

Dance with the Enemy is a gripping and suspenseful trilogy that will keep
you guessing until the very end. Lisa Jackson has created a complex and
compelling story that explores the themes of love, betrayal, and
redemption. The trilogy is a must-read for fans of romantic suspense and
romantic thrillers.



About Lisa Jackson

Lisa Jackson is a New York Times bestselling author of over 80 novels,
including the popular thrillers featuring Detective Rick Bentz and forensic
scientist Anya Cavanaugh. She has won numerous awards for her work,
including the RITA Award for Best Romantic Suspense and the Daphne du
Maurier Award for Excellence in Romantic Suspense.

Jackson is known for her fast-paced and suspenseful writing style. Her
stories are full of twists and turns, and she always keeps her readers
guessing until the very end. She is a master of the romantic suspense
genre, and her books are sure to keep you on the edge of your seat.
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The True Story of One Family's Journey from
War-Torn Austria to the Ghettos of Poland
In the heart of Europe, where the horrors of the Holocaust unfolded,
there is a story of resilience and survival that deserves to be told. This is
the story...

The Enduring Love of The Tayamni Second
Edition: A Literary Analysis
The Tayamni Second Edition, a literary masterpiece that has stood the
test of time, has enthralled readers worldwide with its poignant
narrative...
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